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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL DISTRICT * DOCKET NO. 2022-6028-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENT ON BEHALF OF CHILD * AGENCY LOG NO. 23-H-03-E
******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER


Parent,1 on behalf of Child, filed a due process complaint alleging that School District


violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) by denying Child a free


appropriate public education (FAPE).  Parent proved that School District denied Child FAPE by


unilaterally changing Child’s placement from High School to Alternative School, failing to educate


Child in the least restricted environment, and failing to implement an Individualized Education


Plan (IEP) after Child’s reevaluation to address the new information.


APPEARANCES


A two-day expedited Zoom hearing was held on September 9, 2022, and September 12,


2022, before Administrative Law Judge Tameka Johnson.  Present at the hearing were:  Wayne


Stewart, counsel for School District; Special Education Supervisor; Alternative School Principal;


Parent and her attorneys Hector Linares, Sara Godchaux, and the Loyola Law Student


Practitioners; Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance; and Dr. Brad Dufrene, expert witness.


JURISDICTIONAL AUTHORITY


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the IDEA, 20 United States Code


(U.S.C.) § 1400 et seq., 34 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) §300 et seq.; Louisiana Revised


Statutes (La. R.S.) 17:1941, et seq.; Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Pupil Appraisal Handbook, Louisiana


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information.
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Administrative Code (LAC) 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, Regulations for Implementation of


the Children with Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII; Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook


for Students with Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; and the Division of Administrative Law’s


enabling legislation, La. R.S. 49:991 et seq.


STATEMENT OF THE CASE


On August 15, 2022, Parent filed a due process hearing request with the Louisiana


Department of Education (LDOE).  Parent alleged that School District denied Child FAPE as


required by IDEA.  Specifically, Parent alleged and maintained at the hearing that School District


denied Child FAPE by:


1. Imposing an illegal disciplinary change of placement for an off-campus incident


allegedly occurring on or about September 27, 2021.


2. Imposing an illegal disciplinary change of placement for an incident allegedly


occurring at High School on or about January 14, 2022.


3. Failing to identify, locate, and refer Child for a special education evaluation within a


reasonable time of suspecting Child was student with a disability in need of special


education services.


4. Failing to evaluate and identify Child properly as a special education student using a


variety of assessment tools tailored to address all specific areas of educational need.


5. Failing to educate Child in the least restrictive environment.


6. Failing to implement the April 4, 2022, IEP.


7. Failing to provide timely and sufficient prior written notice of School District’s refusal


to conduct assessments related to Child’s behavioral needs and evaluate for eligibility


under the exceptionalities of Other Health Impairment (OHI) and Emotional
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Disturbance (ED).


8. Failing to provide timely and sufficient prior written notice of School District’s refusal


to return Child to regular schedule of in-person classes at Child’s district school.


School District contends that:


1. Parent did not meet her burden of proving a denial of FAPE.


2. Parent did not prove School District failed to comply with Child Find.


3. Parent did not prove Child’s September 27, 2021, discipline was within the prescriptive


period.


4. Parent did not prove that Child’s evaluations failed to substantially comply with


Louisiana Bulletin 1508.


At the hearing the following exhibits were offered and admitted:  Parent’s exhibits P-1;


P-6; P-7; P-11 through P-33;2 and School District’s exhibits, labeled SB-1 through SB-10. Parent’s


counsel elicited testimony from Parent; Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance; and Dr. Brad


Dufrene.  School Board elicited testimony from Alternative School Principal.


At the conclusion of the hearing, both parties provided closing argument after which, the


matter was submitted for decision and the record was closed.  In accordance with the law, the


deadline for issuing the expedited decision is September 26, 2022.


STIPULATED FACTS


The parties stipulated to the following facts: 3


1. Parent is the legal guardian of Child.


2. High School and Alternative School are schools within the Local Educational Agency


2 Parent’s counsel proffered Parent’s exhibits P-2 through P-5; and P-9 through P-10.
3 See Joint Stipulation.  (Due to confidentiality requirements, the tribunal redacted all specific identifying information
from the stipulated facts).
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(LEA).


3. Child is 15 years of age and currently enrolled at Alternative School in-person and


repeating the 9th grade.


4. Child qualified for special education and related services under IDEA with the


exceptionality under Louisiana Bulletin 1508 of Specific Learning Disability with


impairments in Math and Written Expression and the exceptionality of Other Health


Impairment (OHI).


5. Child has medical diagnoses of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (“ADHD”),


Major Depressive Disorder, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), and Unspecified


Cannabis-Related Disorder.  Exhibit P-32 is a certified copy of Child’s medical records


and behavioral health history from Human Services District.


Academic Background


6. Child’s school enrollment history is contained in exhibit P-1.


a. Child returned to the LEA’s High School for the beginning of the 2021-2022


school year as a 9th grader.  High School was and continues to be the district school


for Child’s attendance zone.


b. Child finished the 2021-2022 school year at Alternative School.


7. Child was identified as a student with a disability in the areas of Math and Reading on


March 23, 2017, as a 4th grader at Elementary School when School District found Child


eligible as a student with a disability under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of


1973 and developed an Individual Accommodation Plan (IAP or 504 Plan).


8. Child had 504 Plans in effect while enrolled in LEA’s schools from 4th through the


beginning of 7th grade.
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9. Child continued to have a 504 Plan in 9th grade at High School. A 504 Plan was


developed for Child at High School on December 3, 2021. Exhibit P-8 is a copy of


Child’s 504 Plan from 9th grade at High School.


10. Child’s learning education assessment and performance (LEAP) scores are contained


in Exhibits P-11 and P-12.


11. Child was referred for a special education evaluation in LEA school upon Parent’s


request in November 2021.


Disciplinary Removal History


12. At the beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, Child received a three-day out of school


suspension for a “Disturbance in Classroom or Campus” and “Refusal to Comply”


stemming from an incident that occurred on August 20, 2021.


13. Exhibit P-15 is a copy of the School Suspension Recommendation Letter from the


August 20, 2021, incident and Exhibit P-14 is the attached Summary of the Incident


written by High School Principal.


14. On or about September 18, 2021, an off-campus incident not related to any school


function occurred.  Subsequent to this incident, Child was hospitalized.


15. On Monday, September 27, 2021, Child attempted to return to High School after being


released from the hospital and medically cleared to resume schooling.


16. Parent had a meeting with Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance on or about


September 28, 2021. Exhibit P-17 is an excerpt of the admissions and disciplinary


policies contained in the School District’s Student and Family Handbook Guide to


Student Conduct, 2022-2023.


17. The result of Parent’s meeting with the Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance
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on or about September 28, 2021, was School District’s placement of Child at Alternative


School.  Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance told Parent that she would be


contacted by administrators at Alternative School to finalize the enrollment process.


18. Exhibit P-1 is a copy of School District’s enrollment history for Child, which notes that


Child exited High School and entered Alternative School on October 1, 2021.


19. On November 9, 2022, Parent through counsel sent a letter via email to Superintendent


of School District, requesting that Child be allowed to resume attending regular classes


at High School as soon as possible.  Exhibit P-18 is a copy of the email and letter sent


to Superintendent on November 9, 2022, by Parent’s counsel.


20. On November 12, 2021, counsel for School District responded to acknowledge receipt


of Parent’s letter.  Exhibit P-19 is a copy of the November 12, 2021, email sent from


counsel for School District to Parent’s counsel.


21. On November 18, 2021, counsel for Parent sent an email to counsel for School District


regarding a November 17, 2022, conversation between counsels for Parent and School


District.  Parent’s counsel accepted on behalf of Parent the conditions imposed by the


School District for Child’s return to High School.  Exhibit P-20 is a copy of the email


sent by counsel for Parent to counsel for School District on November 18, 2021.


22. Child remained in the in-school-suspension (ISS) setting at High School from


November 29, 2021, until January 14, 2022, when during one of Child’s searches what


were described as “grains of marijuana” were found in Child’s jacket pocket. See SB-1


at 10.  That same day, the High School sent a letter to Parent notifying her that Child


was to report to Alternative School starting on January 18, 2022, and that a


Manifestation Determination Review (MDR) would be held. See SB-1 at 3.
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23. The MDR was held on January 20, 2022.  Parent and her counsel provided information


related to Child’s ADHD and serious emotional and behavioral problems related to


Child’s father’s death.  The IEP Team determined that the behavior was not a


manifestation of the student’s suspected disability.  Exhibit P-21 is a copy of


information for Child reviewed during the MDR.


24. On January 20, 2022, Parent signed a document waiving her right to a due process


hearing on the matter and accepting Child’s suspension and transfer to Alternative


School.  The document also states that the Parent understood that the suspension/transfer


was done in lieu of expulsion from school. Exhibit P-22 at P0143 or SB-1 at 2 is a copy


of the document signed by Parent on January 20, 2022.


25. On January 25, 2022, the Parent executed an Agreement with the School District.


Exhibits P-22 at P0144 and SB-2 are a copy of the executed agreement.


Initial Evaluation


26. On November 19, 2021, counsel for Parent submitted a request for an initial special


education evaluation under the IDEA and Bulletin 1508.  Exhibit P-23 is a copy of the


email and letter submitted by counsel for Parent requesting an initial special education


evaluation.


27. On December 3, 2021, Parent attended a School Building Level Committee (SBLC)


meeting at which her request for an evaluation was granted and she provided parental


consent for the initial evaluation.  See SB-3 at 2-3.


28. The School District held an evaluation eligibility meeting with the Parent on March 8,


2022.  At this meeting, the evaluation team found Child eligible under the exceptionality


of Specific Learning Disability with deficits in Math and Written Expression. See SB-4
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at 24. Exhibit P-24 and SB-4 at 1-20 are copies of the initial Bulletin 1508 evaluation


the School District disseminated on March 8, 2022.


29. School District administered the Weschler Individual Achievement Test-III Edition as


part of the initial evaluation. These results are reflected in SB-4 at 7-9 and P-24 at


P0155-0157.


30. School District administered the BASC-3 as part of the initial evaluation.  These results


are reflected in SB-4 at 12-17 and P-24 at P0160-0165.


31. School District administered the Child and Adolescent Trauma Screen (CATS) as part


of the initial evaluation to both Child and Parent. These results are reflected in SB-4 at


11-12 and P-24 at P0159-0160.


32. The initial evaluation noted that Child had received three discipline referrals during the


2021-2022 school year, one (i.e., disturbance in the classroom or campus) resulting in


an out-of-school suspension; one (i.e., deliberate choice to break rule or disobey a


directive) resulting in Child being sent home; and the other (i.e., the possession of any


drug narcotic-controlled substance) resulting in a referral to Alternative School.  See


SB-4 at 4 and P-24 at P0152.


33. On March 11, 2022, counsel for Parent followed up the dissemination meeting with an


email to counsel for School District requesting that Child be found eligible under a


secondary exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance or that a functional behavior


assessment (FBA) and any necessary behavior interventions be conducted as soon as


possible in accordance with the procedures for evaluating a student for Emotional


Disturbance or Other Health Impairment.  Parent through counsel explicitly asked that


School District “provide within a reasonable time full prior written notice of any
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proposals or refusals responding to the requests made in this letter as required by


Louisiana Bulletin 1706 § 504.”  Exhibit P-25 is a copy of the email sent by counsel for


Parent to counsel for School District on March 11, 2022.


34. On May 10, 2022, counsel for School District sent a re-evaluation consent form and a


Louisiana Educational Rights of Children with Disabilities booklet to counsel for the


Parent. The Parent executed the re-evaluation consent form on May 17, 2022, and


counsel received the consent form via email from Parent’s counsel.  See SB-8 at 10.


Initial IEP Meeting of April 4, 2022


35. An initial IEP Team meeting was held on April 4, 2022, in which the Team, which


included Parent’s participation, developed an initial IEP for Child.


36. The IEP that was developed offered two hundred (200) minutes of specialized


instruction and ten (10) minutes per week of social work services.  The specialized


instruction listed in the IEP consisted of two sessions of in-person after-school tutoring


per week for ninety (90) minutes each session and one twenty (20) minute session via


Zoom to serve as a check-in on class completion and troubled areas.  Exhibit P-26 is a


copy of the IEP dated April 4, 2022.


37. The IEP Team decided that the special education instruction and social work services


were to be delivered after the regular school day.


38. Parent signed the initial IEP to begin services for Child.


39. At the conclusion of the IEP meeting, the IEP team agreed to reconvene before the


beginning of the 2022-2023 school year. The IEP specified “Educational Service will


be provided through Zoom in the 2021-2022 school year to address any academic needs


or struggle with the virtual program.” The agreement/waiver form signed by Parent and
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Superintendent contained in Exhibit P-22 states that “Child shall not be denied the


opportunity to return to High School beginning with the start of the 2022- 2023 school


year due to the January 14, 2022 disciplinary incident.”


Reevaluation


40. On May 6, 2022, counsel for Parent sent an email to counsel for School District as a


follow up to the March 11, 2022, email reiterating her request to reopen the initial


evaluation and to provide documentation of the multiple medical diagnoses for Child


resulting from an outside psychological evaluation that had recently been completed.


Attached to the email, counsel for Parent provided paperwork from the Behavioral


Health Center reflecting Child’s diagnoses by Dr. Alan Akinkugbe of: Major


Depressive Disorder, Single Episode; PTSD; Cannabis-Use Disorder; and ADHD,


predominantly inattentive type.  The May 6th email requested that in light of this new


information, School District either revise Child’s initial evaluation to add as a secondary


exceptionality for Child or reconvene the evaluation team to consider adding a


secondary exceptionality based on this new information.  Exhibit P-27 is a copy of the


email and attachments sent by counsel for Parent to counsel for School District on May


6, 2022.


41. On May 6, 2022, counsel for School District responded via email. Exhibit P-28 is a


copy of the email sent by counsel for School District to counsel for Parent on May 6,


2022.


42. Parent signed the parental consent for the re-evaluation on May 17, 2022.  See SB-8 at


10.


43. The School District reevaluation was conducted over the summer.  On July 29, 2022,
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an evaluation team meeting was held, with the Parent, at which the reevaluation report


was reviewed.  See SB-8 at 1-9.


44. One of the recommendations included in the reevaluation was that a behavior


intervention plan (BIP) be developed for Child.


45. At the conclusion of the meeting, the evaluation team determined that Child was


eligible for the exceptionality of OHI in addition to specific learning disability (SLD).


The evaluation team also concluded that Child was not eligible under the exceptionality


of Emotional Disturbance.


IEP Meeting of July 29, 2022


46. On July 29, 2022, immediately after the review meeting for the reevaluation, the IEP


Team met to consider changes to Child’s special education program and placement for


the 2022-2023 school year.


47. The IEP Team reviewed Child’s progress and educational data and acknowledged that


Child had not been successful in a virtual-only setting the latter part of the previous


school year, that Child had not completed the self-directed Edgenuity virtual


curriculum, and that the school year ended with Child receiving straight Fs in all


subjects and having to repeat the 9th grade.


48. At this meeting, the IEP team discussed changes to the instructional plans and goals for


Child.  The IEP team worked to update Child’s present levels of performance to reflect


current data on Child’s academic performance and agreed that the school team would


draft new goals based on Child’s present levels of performance and send to Parent


through counsel to review.


49. The meeting reached an impasse when the team was unable to agree on Child’s
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placement and setting for the upcoming school year.  Parent reiterated her request to


have Child attend High School and expressed her ongoing concerns about Child’s safety


at Alternative School.


50. On August 3, 2022, counsel for School District notified Parent through counsel of its


decision to “continue to offer virtual services pending resolution of placement site of


delivery issues” and to “continue to implement the current IEP (of 4/4/2022).”  Exhibit


P-30 is a copy of the email sent by counsel for School District to counsel for Parent on


August 3, 2022.


51. On August 4, 2022, counsel for Parent communicated via reply email her disagreement


with School District’s proposal and noted her continued position that online learning


was not appropriate for Child given Child’s needs and experience with it the previous


school year.  Parent reiterated her request that Child be placed at High School with the


appropriate IEP supports and services to accommodate Child’s needs.  The email further


communicated Parent’s position that if School District was unwilling to offer Child’s


district school, then Parent opted for Child to be enrolled in-person at Alternative


School.  Exhibit P-31 is a copy of the email sent by counsel for Parent to counsel for


School District on August 4, 2022.


52. Child started attending Alternative School in-person on or about August 8, 2022, and


currently remains enrolled there.


53. On August 15, 2022, counsel for the School District sent an email to Parent’s counsel.


The same date, counsel for the Parent responded. See SB-10.  The parties met for the


Resolution Meeting on August 22, 2022.
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FINDINGS OF FACT


Disciplinary Incident


At the beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, Child was a student at High School.4  On


September 15, 2021, Child was evaluated for services under Section 504.5  Thereafter, Child was


involved in an off-campus incident not related to any school function wherein Child was shot and


hospitalized.6  Upon Child’s return to school, Child was placed at the Alternative School on


October 1, 2021.7  Parent and School District agreed that Child could return to High School on


November 29, 2021, subject to Child undergoing searches during various times of the day and


being educated in an in-school suspension setting for an indeterminate period of time.8


During one of the agreed to searches of Child on January 14, 2022, School District found


“grains of marijuana” in Child’s jacket.9  On January 14, 2022, High School Principal issued


correspondence recommending that Child be suspended from High School and transferred to


Alternative School.10  Alternative School is a placement for students who have committed a serious


offense or for any student who has been suspended on three occasions.11  School District sent


Parent a prior written notice of the MDR that was scheduled for January 20, 2022.12  The MDR


team determined that the incident was not a manifestation of Child’s disability.13  On January 20,


2022, Parent signed a document waiving her right to a due process hearing and accepting Child’s


4 P-1.
5 SB-1, at p. 8.
6 Testimony of Parent, Day 1.
7 P-1.
8 P-20.
9 SB-1, at p. 10.
10 SB-1, at p. 1.
11 P-17, at P0099.
12 SB-1, at p. 4.
13 P-22, at P0144.
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suspension and transfer to Alternative School.14  Parent and School District also agreed that Child


would not be denied the opportunity to return to High School during the 2022-2023 school year


due to the January 14, 2022, incident.15


Prior to the January 14, 2022, incident, on November 19, 2021, Parent requested an initial


evaluation of Child under IDEA for special education services.16  Parent signed consent for an


initial educational evaluation on December 3, 2021.17  The evaluation was completed and


disseminated on March 8, 2022.18


Initial Evaluation


Child’s Teachers revealed in a 2018-2019 Teacher Questionnaire, that was completed in


connection with Child’s 504 evaluation, that Child has a hard time doing any work, requires


intensive supervision, has a considerable problem with completion of classwork, level of


motivation, and rate/speed of work.19


The evaluation team determined that Child had an exceptionality of SLD with deficits in


mathematics and written expression.20  On  the LEAP 2025 Child scored “unsatisfactory in all


subject areas.21  On the 8th grade report card, Child had a F in science and ELA, a C in Math, and


a D in Social Studies.22  The first semester of 9th grade, Child had a F in Physical Science, a F in


Physical Education, an I in Technical Reading, an I in Technical Math, and a C in English I.23  In


the 2019-2020 school year, Child received 11 discipline referrals for behaviors such as breaking a


14 P-22, at P0143.
15 P-22, at P0144.
16 SB-3.
17 SB-3, at p. 3.
18 SB-4, at p. 1.
19 P-6.
20 SB-4, at p. 1.
21 Id. at p. 4.
22 Id.
23 Id.
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rule, disrespectful behavior, classroom or campus disturbance, and one hostile confrontation


and/or participating in a fight.24  Child did not have any discipline records for the 2020-2021 school


year.25


Child’s Technical Math Teacher reported that Child’s lack of motivation to work was a


weakness.26  Principal for Alternative School reported that Child was not attempting much


academic work and that Child’s weakness is academic effort.27  Technical Math Teacher reported


that Child has little to no difficulty in peer relationships, independence, and respect for teachers.28


Parent reported that Child typically gets along with peers.29


Child was administered the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-3 (WIAT-3) to ascertain


his levels of academic functioning.30  The results revealed that Child scored within the average


range in the areas of oral reading fluency and reading composition.31  Child demonstrated below


average skills within the areas of basic reading (word reading and pseudoword decoding) and


sentence composition.32  Child scored significantly below average in the areas of mathematics


(numerical operations and math program solving), essay composition, and spelling.33


Basic reading consists of word reading and pseudoword decoding that measures accuracy


of word recognition and the ability to decode nonsense words.34  Child correctly pronounced 42


words within 30 seconds and prior to reaching the ceiling of four consecutive errors.35  In the area


24 Id. at p. 7.
25 Id.
26 SB-4, at p. 5.
27 Id.
28 Id.
29 Id. at p. 7.
30 Id. at p. 8.
31 Id.
32 SB-4, at p. 8.
33 Id.
34 Id.
35 SB-4, at p. 8.
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of pseudoword decoding, Child correctly decoded 19 nonsense words prior to reaching the


ceiling.36


Oral reading fluency measured Child’s speed, accuracy, and fluency of contextualized oral


reading.37  Child was required to read two passages aloud and then orally respond to a


comprehension question after each passage.38  When given a 212-word passage, it took Child


exactly 139 seconds to read the passage with 19 errors in mispronunciation.39  Child read the


second passage consisting of 163 words within 122 seconds with 18 errors in mispronunciation.40


Child was able to respond correctly to the accompanied questions about the two passages.41


Math problem solving measures untimed math problem-solving skills in the following


domains: basic concepts and everyday applications.42  Child was required to respond orally or by


pointing to the correct answer.43  Numerical operation measures untimed written math calculation


skills in the domains: basic skills, basic operations with numbers, and geometry.44  In the area of


math problem solving, the examiner had to test in reverse order until Child could respond correctly


to three consecutive questions.45  Child was able to identify the missing number between one and


nine when skip counting, give the value of a dime in pennies, read a graph and approximate the


answer, solve word problems that were read to Child involving subtraction, and identify the digit


in the tens place.46


Child had difficulty telling time by the five-minute interval, indicating which is worth more


36 Id.
37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Id.
41 SB-4, at p. 8.
42 Id. at p. 9.
43 Id.
44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id.
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(7 pennies, 6 nickels, 1 quarter), identifying the digit in the hundred thousands place, or identifying


fractional parts.47  In the area of numerical operations, Child was able to compute in solving single


digit addition and subtraction problems, and solve 5 X 5 and 5X 6.48  Difficulty was noted in


solving multi-digit addition and subtraction problems involving regrouping.49  Child also struggled


with computation of multiplication and division problems at the facts level.50


Written expression assesses Child’s ability in the areas of sentence composition, essay


composition, and spelling.51  Sentence composition consists of combining two or three sentences


into one sentence preserving the meaning of the original sentences and writing one sentence that


uses a target word with appropriate context.52  Child demonstrated good skills in sentence writing


by combining multiple sentences into one sentence using correct grammar, capitalization, and


punctuation.53  Child was able to write  sentences with a given word, however, errors were noticed


in inconsistent use of capitalization and punctuation.54  Child correctly used the words the, or,


until, of, and as in sentences.55  Child used the word than as then.56  Child repeatedly wrote the


word I with a lowercase i.57


Essay composition measures spontaneous, compositional writing skills in a 10-minute time


limit.58  In the area of essay composition, Child was required to write a story about Child’s favorite


game or activity which included at least three reasons why it’s the favorite.59  Child’s 63-word


47 SB-4, at p. 9.
48 Id.
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 Id.
52 Id.
53 Id.
54 SB-4, at p. 9.
55 Id.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 Id.
59 Id.
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composition consisted of 48 correct word sequences and 18 incorrect word sequences.60  Child


wrote one long sentence connected with numerous ands.61  Errors were also noted in spelling.62


The content of Child’s writing was fair; however, difficulty was noted in theme development and


text organization.63


In the area of spelling, Child was required to spell words that were dictated to Child.64  The


examiner tested in a reverse manner to obtain a basal of three correct words.65 Child correctly


spelled the words mother, night, and page, but did not correctly spell begun, windy, camped, or


suspect.66  In analyzing Child’s academic skills, a relative strength is noted in the areas of oral


reading fluency and reading comprehension with significant deficits noted in the areas of


mathematics (problem solving and numerical operations) and written language.67  Child  was


determined to need support academically, especially in the areas of math and written expression.68


The evaluation team conducted a social emotional assessment on Child.69  The Child and


Adolescent Trauma Screen (CATS) questionnaire is a brief, freely accessible screening instrument


based on the diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM)-5 criteria for


posttraumatic stress disorder.70  It is a measure of potentially traumatic events and of posttraumatic


stress symptoms.71  Due to Child’s history of being involved in a shooting, the CATS was


administered to both Child and Parent.72  Child explained that the shooting is impacting Child’s


60 Id.
61 SB-4, at p. 9.
62 Id.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 SB-4, at p. 9.
68 Id.
69 Id. at 11.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
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life because of the leg injury and inability to play sports.73  Child does not like to think about


father’s death.74  Child’s overall score fell into the normal/not clinically elevated range.75


Parent reported that the death of Child’s father was impacting Child the most.76  Parent’s


ratings met symptom count criteria on each of the re-experiencing, avoidance, negative


mood/cognitions, arousal and functional impairment domains.77  Parent’s overall PTSD severity


score indicated “Probable PTSD.”78


The Behavioral and Emotional Screening System (BASC-3) was administered as a


screening tool to Child and Parent.79  Due to elevated ratings on the Parent screening form, the full


BASC-3 assessment was administered to Child, Parent, and Child’s teacher.80  The behavioral


symptoms index (BSI) reflects an overall score for problematic behavior at home and/or school.81


The BSI reasonably estimates the general level of functioning in one’s multiple environments and


comprises scores from the hyperactivity, aggression, depression, attention, atypicality, and


withdrawal scales.82  An elevated score on the BSI can indicate pervasive and serious behavioral


and emotional problems.83  Child’s educator’s ratings fell in the “average” range (62nd percentile)


and Parent’s ratings fell in the “at risk” range (86th percentile). 84  This indicates a perception of


global and pervasive problems with behavior and emotions in the home environment, but not


necessarily at school.85


73 Id.
74 Id.
75 SB-4, at p. 12.
76 Id.
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78 Id.
79 Id. at p. 12.
80 Id. at p. 13.
81 Id. at p. 15.
82 Id.
83 Id.
84 SB-4, at p. 15.
85 Id.
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On the BASC-3, the following areas were elevated on both adult reports as either “at risk”


or “clinically significant” compared to other same-aged children: withdrawal, attention problems,


and adaptive skills.86  The attention scale measures the inability of a child to maintain necessary


levels of attention toward tasks.87  The withdrawal scale measures a child’s difficulties making and


keeping friends, joining peer activities, and indicators of loneliness.88  The adaptive skills index


measures perceptions of appropriate emotional expression and control, daily-living skills,


communication, and other prosocial behaviors such as organization, social problem-solving, and


leadership abilities.89


Child also completed the BASC-3, a measure of Child’s perceptions of behavioral and


emotional experiences.90  The BASC-3 Self-Report is a comprehensive personality inventory


consisting of personal statements that Child answered “true” or “false” or with a four-point rating


scale ranging from “never” to “almost always.”91  Child’s ratings of several critical items were


noteworthy.92  Child responded “true” to “I just don’t care anymore.”93  Child responded “never”


to “I feel safe at school.”94  Child responded “sometimes” to “I hate school.”95


Child’s ratings of Child’s behavior resulted in clinically significant elevations on the


attitude to teachers scale.96  Elevated attitude to teachers indicates a general perspective that


teachers are unfair, uncaring, and/or that Child dislikes being in their classes.97  Child responded


86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 SB-4, at p. 15.
91 Id.
92 Id. at p. 17.
93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.
97 SB-4, at p. 17.
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“never” to “my teacher trusts me,” and “almost always” to “my teachers look for the bad things


that you do.”98


Child’s ratings also resulted in at-risk elevations on the attitude to school and self-reliance


subscales and the school problems composite scale.99  Elevated scores in attitude to school indicate


a general dissatisfaction with the school environment and structures and indicates a general


disconnection from the learning environment.100  Child said that Child “almost always” gets bored


in school and responded “never” to “my school feels good to me.”101  The self-reliance scale taps


the self-confidence in one’s ability to make decisions that lead to successful outcomes.102  At-risk


or clinically significant low scores indicate a lack of self-confidence and difficulty in facing day-


to-day “never” to “I am good at making decisions,” “others ask me to help them,” and “I am


reliable.”103  The school problems composite scale assessed Child’s broad adaptation to the school


setting, school personnel, and the structure of the education process.104  Child’s self-reported


emotional symptoms was in the “average” range and at the 46th percentile when compared to other


children Child’s age.105


Based on the results of the social-emotional assessment, the evaluation team recommended


that Child receive counseling and/or social work services in the school setting to address concerns


about Child’s connection to the school community and healthy responses and coping skills


following traumatic events.106


The data obtained during the multidisciplinary evaluation revealed that according to


98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Id.
101 Id.
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103 SB-4, at p. 17.
104 Id.
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Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Child does meet criteria for special education services and qualified for


the exceptionality of Specific Learning Disability.107  The evaluation team recommended Child be


placed in the general education setting with the following accommodations:  modify/repeat/model


directions; model responses to spoken instructions; extended time for assignments and tests; small


group testing; extended time for completing assignments and tests; allow breaks during work


periods and testing; redirection to test; and calculators.108


To address concerns about Child’s attention in class, investment in school community,


response to unaddressed trauma, as well as Child’s overall emotional well-being, the evaluation


team recommended the following:  counseling at school, in coordination with any outside


providers Child may be working with; sessions should focus on heathy coping responses in


addition to any risk factors identified either in the multidisciplinary evaluation or by the qualified


counselor.109  The evaluation team recommended that co-created therapeutic goals between Child


and Child’s services provider be assessed over time using quantitative and qualitative data sources


(e.g., Goal Attainment Scaling; BASC-3 Flex Monitoring, skills checklists; mood monitoring;


etc.).110


April 4, 2022 IEP


An IEP meeting was held on April 4, 2022, in order to develop an IEP for Child based on


the initial evaluation.111  According to the April 4, 2022, IEP, Parent was concerned about failing


grades.112  Virtual learning was difficult for Child.113  Parent believed that Child should have a


107 Id.
108 Id. at p. 18.
109 Id. at p. 19.
110 Id.
111 SB-5, at p. 3.
112 Id.
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secondary exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance.114  Parent and her counsel shared concerns


that a FBA was not conducted as part of the initial evaluation.115  According to the IEP, there were


no behavior issues at the time of the April 4, 2022, IEP meeting.116  In the past 2019-2020 school


year Child had 11 Class 2 referrals.117  Child had no behavior records for the 2020-2021 school


year.118


The April 4, 2022, IEP contained instructional plans for the following content areas: (a)


Math, (b) English Language Arts (ELA), (c) Written Expression, and (d) Work Completion.119


Under the instructional plan for Math, the measurable academic/functional goal was with needed


support, Child will use properties of rational and irrational numbers; explain why the sum or


product of two rational numbers is rational; explain why the sum of a rational number and an


irrational number is irrational; and explain why the product of a nonzero rational number and


irrational number is irrational as per Louisiana standard.120  The real number system “A1: N-RN


B,” with 75% accuracy within one IEP year.121


Under the instructional plan for ELA the measurable academic/functional goal was Child


will increase the Student Achievement in Reading (STAR) grade level equivalency by two grade


levels by the end of the IEP year.122


Under the instructional plan for written expression the measurable academic/functional


goal was for Child to produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization,


and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience in both essays and constructed responses


114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id. at p. 3.
117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Id. at pp. 6-9.
120 Id. at p. 4.
121 Id.
122 Id. at p. 7.
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with 70% accuracy over the IEP year.123


Under the instructional plan for work completion Child’s present level of academic


achievement and functional performance indicated that Child had been working on the Edgenuity


program (K-12 online curriculum and blended learning solution) since “November 18.”124  Child


completed Algebra 9.67% (Spring course), Civics 4.01% (Spring course), English I 2.49% (Spring


course) Physical Science 12.11% “(November 30).”125  The measurable academic/functional goal


was given teacher reminders, review of work and Child asking for assistance, Child will complete


90% or above of assignments with 75% or above accuracy until the end of the IEP year.126


According to the April 4, 2022, IEP, Child would participate with non-disabled peers in


assemblies, library, extracurricular/nonacademic, buses, meals, field trips, and recess.127  Child


was to receive 10 minutes in social work services in school and was placed inside the regular class


80% or more of the day.128  The April 4, 2022, IEP indicated Child would receive 210 minutes of


special education instruction per week for eight weeks from April 4, 2022, to May 23, 2022.129


Reevaluation


On May 6, 2022, Parent requested to reopen the initial evaluation to provide documentation


of the multiple medical diagnoses for Child resulting from an outside psychological evaluation.130


On May 17, 2022, Parent signed consent for the reevaluation of Child.131  The reevaluation report


was completed and disseminated on August 1, 2022.132  The reevaluation procedures included


123 Id. at p. 8.
124 Id. at p. 9.
125 Id.
126 Id.
127 Id. at p. 17.
128 Id. at p. 18.
129 Id.
130 P-27.
131 SB-8 at p. 10.
132 SB-8, at p. 1.
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review of previous evaluations and IEP; review of education history/report card grades; student


observation; teacher, family and student interviews; and diagnostic assessments.133


Child’s report card grades from 2022 showed Child received a grade of F in all classes.134


The social worker was scheduled to meet with Child once a week at 2:30 p.m. to accommodate a


time when students were off campus.135  Child attended two of the seven scheduled sessions.136


Child did not regularly attend the social work sessions, therefore, the intervention could not be


completed.137


Current teacher information was not available due to little or no school attendance.138


Therefore, the previous evaluation was used.139  Child’s Technical Math Teacher at High School


reported that Child exhibited considerable problems in completion of classwork and homework,


level of motivation, rate of work, persistence to task, attention span and following directions.140


Little to no difficulty was reported in peer relationships, independence, and respect for teachers.141


Technical Math Teacher listed not being motivated to work as an area of concern during the eight


days Child was in attendance.142  Technical Math Teacher also reported that he did not witness any


adversarial or negative interactions with peers.143  Child presented as a respectful student.144


Information was also obtained from Alternative School Principal, who was monitoring


Child’s virtual learning through Edgenuity and Freckle.145  Alternative School Principal rated


133 Id.
134 Id. at p. 2.
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Child as having considerable problems with completion of classwork and homework, level of


motivation, rate of work, persistence to task, attention span, following directions, and


independence.146  It was reported that Child is functioning below grade level in the areas of Math


and ELA.147


Alternative School Principal was concerned that Child was not attempting much academic


work.148  Child’s weakness was in academic effort.149  The Edgenuity program requires students


to work between four to five hours a day to stay on pace.150  Based on the Edgenuity printout dated


January 20, 2022, to February 15, 2022, Child completed 0.0% in English I, Physical Education,


and Civics.  In Algebra I Child completed 0.10%.151  The observation of Child from the initial


evaluation was reported in the reevaluation.152  The reevaluation team contacted Parent to be


interviewed for the reevaluation.153  Parent declined to be interviewed.154  Therefore, Parent


information from the initial evaluation was included in the reevaluation.155


Parent provided partial documentation from Child’s outpatient medical visit at Behavioral


Health Center on March 29, 2022.156  The documents appeared to be the final pages from a progress


note.157  Additional information was requested from Parent, but she did not provide additional


information.158  The information she provided showed that Child’s intellect, insight, and judgment


were all estimated to be fair.159  The documents Parent presented appeared to be the end of a mental
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status exam that was conducted, but no further notes were provided.160


The physical exam section of the documents Parent presented reported Child’s gait/station


to be normal and muscle strength and tone to be within normal limits.161  The following diagnoses


were listed at the visit:  F32.1 -Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Moderate; F43.10 -


PTSD, Unspecified; F12.99 - Unspecified Cannabis-Related Disorder, Unspecified with


Unspecified; and F90.0 - ADHD, Predominantly Inattentive Presentation.162


Child’s medical records from an outside provider report diagnoses of Depression, PTSD,


Cannabis-Related Disorder, and ADHD, Predominantly Inattentive subtype.163  The reevaluation


team concluded that although there are incomplete records indicating that Child was experiencing


the symptoms in the home environment, there was not enough information to determine to what


extent these conditions were impacting Child’s functioning at school.164  The reevaluation team


determined that, given Child’s stressful year, it was unclear whether Child’s behavior was


temporary or persistent.165  Therefore, Child did not qualify to receive special education services


under the exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance.166


The reevaluation team further determined that documented evidence must show that


scientifically research-based interventions implemented with fidelity did not significantly modify


the behavior.167  Following the provision of Child’s initial IEP, interventions were conducted and


attempted, the results of which were unsuccessful.168  In consideration of this information and
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Child’s outside medical diagnosis, Child qualified as a student with an Other Health Impairment.169


Child received both counseling and evidence-based behavioral interventions.170  Child continues


to qualify to receive special education services under the exceptionality of a Specific Learning


Disability.171


The reevaluation team’s general recommendations were:172


The school nurse should be involved in the creation of an Individualized Health
Plan if medication management is required during the school day.  A list of
Child’s current medications should stay on file at the school and the school
should be informed if any of these medications or dosages change.173


A class setting that allows for flexibility of small groups and individualized
systematic, direct instruction of academic skills would be favorable for Child.
Instruction should be multisensory to facilitate understanding of concepts.
Child will function better in a highly structured educational setting.  Maintain
Child’s attention throughout Child’s class activities.174


Within the general education setting, accommodations that may benefit Child
include:175


o Modify/repeat/model directions; model responses to spoken instructions.176


o Extended time for assignments and tests.177


o Small group testing.178


o Extended time for completing assignments and tests.179


o Allow breaks during work periods and testing.180


o Redirection to test.181


o Calculators.182


The reevaluation team also made the following counseling recommendations:183


Child receive counseling, targeting issues related to Child’s diagnoses of
Depression, PTSD, and Cannabis-Related Disorder.  Baseline levels of
functioning should be determined, and Child’s progress should be monitored to


169 SB-8, at p. 6.
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determine the impact these conditions may be having on Child’s functioning at
school.  If Child fails to make progress in response to intensive mental health
provisions at School, the team should reconvene to determine next steps.184


Counseling sessions should focus on healthy coping responses in addition to
any risk factors identified either in this evaluation or by the qualified
counselor.185


Typical evidence-based interventions for internalizing problems (across
diagnostic categories including anxiety, depression, and anger) include the
seven components of cognitive and behavioral therapy for adolescents
including:186


o Psychoeducation on identity development and associations between
cognition, affect, and behavior.187


o Problem-Solving Skills Training.188


o Cognitive Restructuring and/or Mindfulness.189


o Pleasant-Activity Planning (Behavioral Activation).190


o Relaxation Training and stress management.191


o Goal setting (toward personal goals or for experiential exposure to
stressful situations) and creating in-session or real-time hierarchies
of “steps” towards these goals/exposures with practice, feedback,
and application.192


o Self-Management Training (addressing negative self-talk and
attribution training).193


It is recommended that co-created therapeutic goals between Child and Child’s
services provider be assessed over time using quantitative and qualitative data
sources (e.g., Goal Attainment Scaling; BASC-3 - Flex Monitoring; skills
checklists; mood monitoring; etc.).194


The reevaluation team also recommended the following behavior recommendations:195


Child should receive a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP), using evidence-based
strategies to address symptoms related to inattention resulting from ADHD.
Baseline levels of functioning should be determined and Child’s progress
should be monitored to determine the impact this condition may be having on
Child’s functioning at school.  Sample strategies for the BIP may include:196


o Self-monitoring:  Child may benefit from a self-monitoring
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intervention, whereby Child would monitor behaviors like attention
to task.  Or work completion and ratings could be compared to those
of Child’s teacher.197


o Strategic seating:  Children like Child often benefit from careful
placement in the classroom.  This does not necessarily mean they
should sit in the center of the front row; it might be best to place
them close to the center of activity to help them feel more involved
or in a place where frequent eye contact with the teacher is likely.
Placement in proximity to the teacher can facilitate greater
interaction without disturbing other children.  Work with the teacher
to establish which seat will work best for Child.198


o Prompt:  External prompting (both verbal and nonverbal) may be
necessary to help Child get started.  Child’s teacher might stop by
the desk at the outset of each task and prompt Child to start work or
perhaps demonstrate the first problem of a worksheet.199


o Establish direct eye contact with Child:  Establishing eye contact
with Child prior to giving essential instructions or new material will
help ensure that Child is ready to listen carefully.  Children with
working memory difficulties often need to be alerted when essential
material or instructions are being presented.200


An IEP team meeting was held on July 29, 2022, as a result of the reevaluation.201  There


 was no IEP from the July 29, 2022, meeting submitted into evidence.  Parent requested that Child


be placed at High School with the appropriate supports and services to accommodate Child’s


needs.202  School District refused to allow Child to be placed at High School.  Child is currently


attending in-person classes at Alternative School.203


On August 15, 2022, Parent filed a request for an expedited due process hearing to


challenge Child’s placement at Alternative School and other denial of FAPE allegations.204


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


Parent proved that School District denied Child FAPE by unilaterally changing Child’s
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203 Testimony of Parent and Principal of Alternative School.
204 Due Process Hearing Complaint filed August 15, 2022.
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placement from High School to Alternative School, failing to education Child in the lease restricted


environment, and failing to implement an IEP after Child’s reevaluation to address the new


information.


Burden of Proof


A School District’s educational program for a child with disabilities is presumed to be


appropriate.205 As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School District,


Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.206  Parent must affirmatively prove her


allegation that School District exceeded its authority and changed Child’s placement from High


School to Alternative School without the benefit of a MDR, failed to educate Child in the least


restricted environment, and failed to implement an IEP after Child’s reevaluation to address the


new information.


General Discussion of IDEA


IDEA provides every disabled child with the right to FAPE207 designed to meet his


specialized needs.208  A school provides FAPE by creating an IEP for each child.209  Before


creating the IEP, the school district must conduct an initial evaluation to determine the student’s


eligibility and to identify student’s educational needs.210  An IEP is created by an “IEP Team”


comprised of the child’s parents, at least one of Child’s regular teachers, at least one of Child’s


special education teachers, a school district representative, an individual who can interpret


evaluation results (who may be either of the teachers or the school district representative) and, if


205 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003).
206 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).
207 Congress has defined FAPE as, “special education and related services that . . . (A) have been provided at public
expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (B) meet the standards of the State educational
agency; (C) include an appropriate . . . education in the State involved; and (D) are provided in conformity with the
individualized education program required under section 1414(d) of this title.  20 U.S.C. § 1401(9) (2012).
208 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(A) (2012).
209 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A) (2012).
210 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)(1)(A)-(C) (2012).
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appropriate, the child.211  The IEP must outline the student’s then-current educational status,


establish annual goals, and detail the special educational services and other aids that the child will


be provided.212  It also must provide, among other things, “the projected date for the beginning of


the services and modifications . . . and the anticipated frequency, location, and duration of those


services and modifications.”213


Rowley Standards


In Hendrick Hudson Central School District, Westchester County v. Rowley,214 the U.S.


Supreme Court defined the contours of FAPE, and established a two pronged test to be used to


determine if FAPE is provided: (1) Has the State complied with the procedures set forth in the Act;


and (2) Is the IEP developed through the Act’s procedures reasonably calculated to enable the


child to receive educational benefits?215  If these requirements are met, compliance with the


obligations imposed by Congress have been met.216


A free appropriate public education “need not be the best possible one, or one that will


maximize the child’s educational potential; rather, it need only be an education that is specifically


designed to meet the child’s unique needs, supported by services that will permit [the child] ‘to


benefit’ from the instruction.”217  The IDEA guarantees only a basic floor of opportunity,


consisting of specialized instruction and related services which are individually designed to


provide educational benefit.218  The IDEA does not require that parental preferences be


211 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B) (2012).
212 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i) (2012).
213 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VII) (2012).
214 458 U.S. 176 (1982). (Although the IDEA has been amended multiple times since 1982, Rowley is still controlling.
J.L. v Mercer Island School District, 592 F.3d 938, 951 (9th Cir. 2010)).
215 Id. at 206-207.
216 Id.
217 Adam J. v. Keller Indep. Sch. Dist., 328 F.3d 804, 808 (5th Cir. 2003).
218 Id.
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implemented in an IEP.219  The following two pronged inquiry is used to determine whether a


public agency, such as School District, has provided FAPE under the IDEA to a particular child


with a disability.


Procedural Compliance: The first prong of the Rowley test was not met by School District.


To satisfy the first prong of the Rowley test, the State must comply with procedures set


forth in the Act.  Parent proved that the change in placement and failure to implement an IEP after


Child’s reevaluation to add instructional plans for the new information impeded Child’s right to


FAPE.


Any violation of procedural requirements of IDEA amounts to a denial of FAPE if it


impedes the child’s right to FAPE, significantly impedes the parent’s opportunity to participate in


the decision-making process regarding the provision of a free appropriate public education to the


parent’s child, or causes a deprivation of educational benefits.220


The IDEA's Disciplinary Provisions


If a child with a disability misbehaves in school, IDEA provides detailed procedures that


the local educational agency (LEA) must follow to suspend or expel him.221  School personnel


have unilateral power to suspend a child with a disability for up to ten days as they would a non-


disabled child.222


When the placement of a student with a disability is changed because of a violation of a


code of student conduct, a “manifestation determination” must be made within ten days to


determine whether the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial


219 Bradley ex rel. Bradley v. Arkansas Dep’t of Educ., 443 F.3rd 965, 975 (8th Cir. 2006).
220 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f)(3)(E)(ii) (2006).
221 See generally LAC 28:XLIII.530.
222 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(B) (2012); and LAC 28:XLIII.530.
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relationship to, the student’s disability.223  If the local educational agency, the parent, and relevant


members of the IEP Team determine that either (a) the conduct in question was caused by, or had


a direct and substantial relationship to, the student’s disability, or (b) the conduct in question was


the direct result of the LEA’s failure to implement the IEP, the conduct shall be determined to be


a manifestation of the child's disability.224  If the conduct is determined to be a manifestation of


the child’s disability, the child must be returned to the placement from which he was removed,


unless the parent and the LEA agree to a change of placement as part of the modification of the


behavioral intervention plan, except in special circumstances.225


Child was transferred from High School to Alternative School after an off-campus incident


where Child was shot.  Parent and School District agreed that Child could return to High School


subject to undergoing searches during various parts of the day.  During one of the searches, School


District found grains of marijuana in Child’s jacket.  A MDR was conducted and the MDR team


determined that the incident involving the marijuana was not a manifestation of Child’s disability.


It is not necessary for this tribunal to determine whether the MDR team was correct because at the


conclusion of the MDR, Parent and School District entered into an agreement whereby Parent


waived her right to a due process hearing, and agreed Child would transfer to Alternative School


and would not be denied the opportunity to return to High School during the 2022-2023 school


year.


At the beginning of the 2022-2023 school year, School District placed Child at Alternative


School.  School District did not provide a reason for placing Child at Alternative School as opposed


223 LAC 28: XLIII.530.F.
224 LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.1; see also 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E)(i) (2012).
225 LAC 28:XLIII.530.F.2. In special circumstances, the school personnel may remove a student to an interim
alternative educational setting for not more than 45 school days without regard to whether the behavior is determined
to be a manifestation of the student’s disability. These are the special circumstances: student possesses drugs or
weapons or inflicts serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school premises, or at a school
function under the jurisdiction of the state agency or an LEA.  LAC 28: XLIII.530.G.
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to High School.  Child’s previous change of placement from High School to Alternative School as


it related to the January 2022, marijuana incident was only for the remainder of the 2021-2022


school year as agreed to by Parent and School District.  The School District’s Student and Family


Handbook, Guide to Student Conduct allows for a student to be removed from High School to


Alternative School if Child has been arrested and/or convicted of a felony violation.


There was no evidence that Child had been arrested or charged with any felony violations


as it relates to the January 2022, marijuana incident as required by the School District’s Student


and Family Handbook, Guide to Student Conduct.  Additionally, Parent and School District agreed


that the January 2022 incident would not be used to deny Child from attending High School for


the 2022-2023 school year.  School District’s unilateral decision to place Child at the Alternative


School for the 2022-2023 school year om the absence of a MDR, was not warranted.  Parent proved


that School District violated the procedural safeguards of IDEA by exceeding its authority and


changing Child’s placement from High School to Alternative School.


Child Find


Parent did not prove that School District violated its Child Find obligation.  Parent alleged


that School District violated IDEA because it failed in its Child Find obligation.  To qualify for


special education services a student must both (1) have a qualifying disability and (2) “by reason


thereof,” need special education and related services.226  Thus, a child may have a disability but


not require special education and related services by reason of his/her disability.227  The disability


must adversely affect a child’s educational performance, and by reason of the disability, the child


requires special education services under IDEA.228


226 20 U.S.C.A. § 1401(3)(A) (West 2016).
227 See Alvin Indep. Sch. Dist.v. A.D. ex rel. Patricia F., 503 F.3d 378 (5th Cir. 2007).
228 Id.
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Unique to IDEA is the eligibility criteria defining the need for special education and related


services because of the disability.229  Eligibility depends on evidence of an adverse educational


impact because of the disability, which may differ significantly from a child’s medical diagnoses


and needs.230  IDEA deems eligible for special education a child with a disability, which is defined


as a child (i) with mental retardation, hearing impairments, speech or language impairments, visual


impairments, serious emotional disturbance, orthopedic impairments, autism, traumatic brain


injury, other health impairments, or specific learning disability; and (ii) who, by reason thereof,


needs special education and related services.231


To meet the IDEA guarantee of FAPE and determine whether a child qualifies for special


education, all public education agencies like School District are required to ensure that children


who are in need of special education and related services, are identified, located, and evaluated.232


The requirement is known as the “Child Find” obligation.233  The obligation requires a full and


individual initial evaluation within a reasonable time after the school district is on notice of facts


or behaviors likely to indicate an educational disability.234


Prior to receiving special education services under IDEA, Child received services under


section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation act.  Child’s teachers revealed in a 2018-2019 teacher


questionnaires completed in connection with Child’s 504 evaluation, that Child has a hard time


doing any work, requires intensive supervision, has a considerable problem with completion of


classwork, level of motivation, and rate/speed of work.  On the LEAP 2025 Child scored


“unsatisfactory in all subject areas.”  On Child’s 8th grade report card, Child had a F in Science


229 20 U.S.C.A. § 1412 (a)(3)(A) (West 2016); Alvin Indep. Sch. Dist. v. A.D. ex rel. Patricia F., 503 F.3d 378, 382
(5th Cir. 2007).
230 Id.
231 20 U.S.C. A. § 1401(3) (West 2016).
232 20 U.S.C. A. §1412(a)(3)(A) (West 2016).
233 Id.; see also 34 C.F.R. § 300.111(a)(1)(i)-(ii).
234 Dallas Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Woody, 865 F.3d 303, 320 (5th Cir. 2007).
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and ELA, a C in Math, and a D in Social Studies.  The first semester of 9th grade, Child had a F


in Physical Science, a F in Physical Education, an I in Technical Reading and an I in Technical


Math.


Due to the responses on the Teacher Questionnaire, Child’s LEAP 2025 scores, and Child’s grades,


Parent alleged that School District violated its Child Find obligation.  The Teacher Questionnaires,


although prescribed, did not place School District on notice of an educational disability.  Child


was diagnosed with ADHD and received RTI under section 504.  The Teachers observations were


consistent with Child’s ADHD diagnosis and did not trigger a Child Find requirement.


Evaluations


Initial Evaluation


Parent alleged that the initial evaluation failed to evaluate and identify Child properly as a


special education student in all areas of suspected disability and using a variety of assessment tools


tailored to address all specific area of educational need.  The evaluation components are


established by section 513 of Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Pupil Appraisal Handbook, which provides:


A. All initial evaluations shall include the following documented components
(refer to individual exceptionalities for additional evaluation components):
1. a description of each screening activity and a review of the screening


results;
2. a review of cumulative records including test scores, discipline records,


grade history, attendance records, statewide assessments, etc.;
3. a review of any pertinent reports supplied by the parent or an outside


agency;
4. a review of the intervention(s) which includes data based documentation


that:
a. the interventions were scientifically research based;
b. the interventions were implemented with fidelity as documented


by data sheets, computer records or other permanent products;
c. progress monitoring was conducted at reasonable intervals; and
d. the student did not show adequate progress based on local or


national norms;
5. a systematic student observation(s) in the environments in which the student


is experiencing difficulties;
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6. an interview with the student to obtain his/her perceptions of his/her
academic, behavioral and social performance;


7. an interview with the student’s core subject teacher(s) to obtain information
regarding referral concerns and the student’s academic performance,
behavior, ad peer interactions;


8. a family interview conducted by a school social worker or other qualified
pupil appraisal staff member to determine the impact of developmental,
educational, social/emotional, cultural, and/or health factors on the
student’s educational performance;


9. an interview with the referral source, if other than the parent or teacher;
10. an educational assessment conducted by an educational diagnostician or


other qualified pupil appraisal staff member which includes descriptions of
educational strategies, academic and environmental adjustments needed,
and curricular modifications necessary to provide accessible instructional
materials in order to enable the student to show progress in the general
education curriculum;


11. a functional behavior assessment conducted or reviewed by a certified
school psychologist, a qualified school social worker, or other appropriately
trained personnel, when behavior is noted as a concern; and


12. a review and analysis of any discrepancies between test results or
observations and the student’s customary behaviors and daily activities, or
of any discrepancies amount evaluation results.235


School District substantially complied with Louisiana Bulletin 1508 requirements for an


initial evaluation as enumerated above.  The bulletin does not require the evaluation team to use


specific assessment tools.  Louisiana Bulletin 1508 requires an educational assessment conducted


by an educational diagnostician.  The bulletin does not mandate that the educational diagnostician


utilize particular assessments.  Parent maintained that a FBA should have been conducted.


According to Louisiana Bulletin 1508, a FBA is conducted when behavior is noted as a concern.


Although Child received 11 discipline referrals for behaviors in the 2019-2020 school year, the


evaluation team noted that Child did not have any discipline records for the 2020-2021 school


year.  Behavior was not noted as a concern, and therefore, the evaluation team was not required to


conduct a FBA.


Parent also alleged that the evaluation did not identify all areas of suspected disability


235 LAC 28:CI.513.A.
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because Child was not identified as having an exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance.  A Child


is not eligible for educational services under IDEA merely because Child has a particular disability


or medical diagnoses; the child is eligible only if Child meets the criteria of one of the disability


categories in IDEA, and because of the impairment, needs special education and related


services.236


Louisiana Bulletin 1508 defines Emotional Disturbance as follows:237


A. Definition. Emotional Disturbance means a condition exhibiting one or more
of the following characteristics over a long period of time and to a marked
degree that adversely affects a student’s educational performance:  (Emotional
disturbance includes schizophrenia.  The term does not apply to children who
are socially maladjusted, unless it is determined that they have an emotional
disturbance.)


1. an inability to learn that cannot be explained by intellectual,
sensory, or healthy factors;


2. an inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal
relationships with peers and teachers;


3. inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal
circumstances;


4. a general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; and/or
5. a tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated


with personal or school problems.


Child did not exhibit any of the characteristics listed above.  The initial evaluation


contained teacher interviews.  Child’s Technical Math Teacher reported that Child’s lack of


motivation to work as a weakness.  Principal for Alternative School reported that Child is not


attempting much academic work and that Child’s weakness is academic effort.  There was no


indication that Child had an inability to learn.  Technical Math Teacher reported that Child has


little to no difficulty in peer relationships, independence, and respect for teachers.  Parent reported


that Child typically gets along with peers.  According to the data obtained during the initial


evaluation, there was no concern that Child was unable to build or maintain interpersonal


236 See Alvin Indep. Sch. Dist. v. A.D. ex rel. Patricia F., 503 F.3d 378, 382 (5th Cir. 2007).
237 LAC 28:CI.707.A.
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relationships with peers and teachers.  There was no concern about inappropriate types of behavior


or feelings; no concern about a pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; and there were no


concerns about physical symptoms or fears associated with personal or school problems.  There


were no factors observed in the initial evaluation which would require the evaluation team to


determine that Child met eligibility criteria for Emotional Disturbance.


The initial evaluation team’s determination that Child met the criteria for the exceptionality


of a Specific Learning Disability due to deficits in the areas of mathematics and written expression


complied with Louisiana Bulletin 1508.


Reevaluation


A reevaluation was conducted to add Parent’s documentation from an outside


psychological evaluation of multiple medical diagnosis for Child.  The only difference between


the initial evaluation and the reevaluation was the diagnoses that child was depressed with major


depressive disorder, single episode, moderate; PTSD; and unspecified cannabis related disorder.


An IEP meeting was conducted on July 29, 2022, after the reevaluation.  There was no evidence


of an IEP from that meeting addressing the new concerns presented in the reevaluation.  School


District’s failure to implement an IEP to address the new psychological concerns constitutes a


denial of FAPE.


Substantive Compliance: The second prong of the Rowley test was met by School District


 To satisfy the second prong of the Rowley test, the April 4, 2022, IEP must be reasonably


calculated to enable Child to receive educational benefits.  Parent did not prove Child’s April 4,


2022, IEP was not reasonably calculated to enable Child to receive educational benefits.


In determining whether the prong of the Rowley test has been satisfied, the United States
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Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District v. Michael F.238


established a four-factor test. The four factors are (1) Is the program individualized on the basis of


the student’s assessment and performance; (2) Is the program administered in the least restrictive


environment; (3) Are the services provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key


“stakeholders;” and (4) Are positive academic and non-academic benefits demonstrated?  The Fifth


Circuit has treated the factors “as indicators of when an IEP meets the requirements of IDEA, but


has not specified how these factors should be weighed.239  The factors are a guide in a fact-intensive


inquiry of whether an IEP provided educational benefit.240


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor One


Parent did not prove that the April 4, 2022, IEP was not individualized based on Child’s


assessed abilities and performance as indicated in the initial evaluation.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Two


 Parent proved that Child’s educational program was not provided in the least restrictive


environment.  The IDEA requires that “[t]o the maximum extent appropriate, children with


disabilities . . . are educated with children who are not disabled.”241  The requirement that the child


be educated in the “general education curriculum” reflects the notion that disabled children must


be placed in the “least restrictive environment” in which they can receive a FAPE.242  Louisiana


Bulletin 1706 requires a student to be educated in the school that he or she would attend if non-


238 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F.3d 245 (5th Cir. 1997).
239 See  Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir.2009); Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch.
Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F.3d 245 (5th Cir. 1997). see also Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 59 IDELR 121, 690 F.3d
390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 113 LRP 10911 (2013), 133 S. Ct. 1600 (2013).
240 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir.2009); Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem,
59 IDELR 121, 690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 568 U.S 1231 (2013).
241 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5)(A).
242 M.S. ex rel. Simchick v. Fairfax Cnty. Sch. Bd., 553 F.3d 315, 327 (4th Cir.2009); DeVries By DeBlaay v. Fairfax
Cnty. Sch. Bd., 882 F.2d 876, 878 (4th Cir.1989) (Mainstreaming of handicapped children into regular school programs
where they might have opportunities to study and to socialize with non handicapped children is not only a laudable
goal but is also a requirement of the Act.”).
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disabled.243


 Although the IEP provided that Child would be educated in the general education curriculum,


Child’s educational placement was unilaterally changed from High School to Alternative School.


Child’s April 4, 2022, IEP lists Child’s homebased school as Alternative School.  Alternative


School is a placement for students who have committed a serious offense or for any student who


has been suspended on three occasions.  There was no evidence that Child fell into the category of


the aforementioned reasons for attending Alternative School.  Alternative School is not the least


restricted environment for Child.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Three


 There were no allegations of violations regarding prong three of Cypress-Fairbanks.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Four


Parent did not prove that Child has not achieved positive academic and non-academic


benefits as it relates to the April 4, 2022, IEP.  Alternative School Principal testified that Child’s


grades and academic performance has improved.  Because the Supreme Court in Rowley only


requires school districts to ensure that students with disabilities receive some educational benefit,


the holistic approach of Rowley and the accommodations set forth in Child’s IEP allowed Child to


receive FAPE.244


Parent alleged that Child did not receive the Social Work services as provided for in the


April 4, 2022, IEP.  The April 4, 2022, IEP required that Child received 10 minutes of Social Work


Services in School from April 4, 2022, until May 23, 2022.  The evidence demonstrated that Child


243 LAC 28:XLIII.116.3.
244 Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 59 IDELR 121, 690 F.3d 390 (5th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 113 LRP 10911
(2013), 133 S. Ct. 1600 (2013). (Although school district failed to address the source of a former student’s writing
difficulties earlier in his educational career, the accommodations set forth in the student’s IEPs allowed him to receive
FAPE).
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only attended two sessions.  Child did not receive the Social Work Services because Child did not


attend the scheduled sessions.  The Social Worker services were available to Child and Child failed


to attend the sessions.  Although Child failed to attend the sessions, 10 minutes per week of social


work services is insufficient considering the traumatic events Child experienced of being shot and


Child’s father dying.  The emotional assessment conducted in the initial evaluation indicated that


Child had a general dissatisfaction and disconnect with the school environment.


Child was, however, denied academic and non-academic benefit as a result of School


District’s failure to implement/modify the April 4, 2022, IEP to reflect the new information


obtained during the reevaluation.  The April 4, 2022, IEP should have been modified at a minimum


to increase/add counseling/social work services to address Child’s psychological diagnosis from


an outside source.


Conclusion and Remedies


Parent proved that School District denied Child FAPE by unilaterally changing Child’s


placement from High School to Alternative School, failing to educate Child in the least restricted


environment, and failing to implement/modify the IEP after Child’s reevaluation to address the


new information.


Child should immediately be returned to High School and placed in the general education


curriculum with appropriate services as determined by the IEP team; Child is entitled to receive


1,680 minutes of compensatory education to be provided during or outside of the instructional day


as feasible.  The compensatory education is calculated to provide one for one services for eight


weeks that Child was required to receive 210 minutes of special education services.  School District


shall also arrange for a State Facilitated IEP for Child.
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ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that School District’s unilateral placement denied Child A Free


Appropriate Public Education and Child shall immediately return to High School in the general


education curriculum with the appropriate services.


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Child is entitled to 1,680 minutes of compensatory


education to be provided during or outside of the instructional day as feasible.


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that School District shall coordinate a State Facilitated


Individualized Education Program for Child.


Rendered and signed on September 26, 2022, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


________________________________
Tameka Johnson
Administrative Law Judge
Division of Administrative Law


REVIEW RIGHTS


This hearing decision is final unless it is appealed.  Any aggrieved party has the right to
appeal the findings and decision by filing a civil action within ninety (90) days from the date of
this decision in a state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States in
accordance with Louisiana Administrative Code 28:XLIII.516.


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Monday, September 26, 2022
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APPENDIX OF TERMS


Parent


Child


School Chalmette High School


School District St. Bernard Parish School System


Special Education Supervisor Cheramie Kerth


Alternative School C.F. Rowley Alternative School


High School Chalmette High School


Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance Tommie Powell


Elementary School Arabi Elementary School


Local Education Authority St. Bernard Parish School System


High School Principal Wayne Warner


Superintended of School District Doris Voitier


Alternative School Principal Joseph Cipollone


Behavioral Health Center New Orleans East Behavioral Health
Center


Human Services District Metropolitan Human Services
District


Technical Math Teacher
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 
SCHOOL DISTRICT1 * DOCKET NO. 2022-8006-DOE-IDEA 
 *  
IN THE MATTER OF *  
 *  
PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR *  


* 
AGENCY LOG NO.  23-H-14 


****************************************************************************** 
DECISION AND ORDER 


Parent on behalf of Minor filed a due process hearing request against School District under 


the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, alleging that School District denied Minor a free 


appropriate public education (FAPE) by (1) Principal and Second Grade Teacher failing to contact 


Parent and denying Minor the ability to contact Parent after Minor informed Second Grade Teacher 


that  forgot to take  medication; (2) Principal and Second Grade Teacher failing to follow 


Minor’s Individualized Education Program (IEP) by not contacting Minor’s IEP Facilitator for 


assistance whenever Minor was having behavioral or focus issues; (3) Principal making it 


impossible for Minor’s IEP Facilitator to perform her duties as Minor’s IEP facilitator when 


Principal assigned Minor’s IEP Facilitator to teach a class as a substitute for an absent teacher; (4) 


Second Grade Teacher placing Minor in seclusion without cause and without following proper 


procedure for doing so; and (5) School staff denying Parents access to Minor’s educational records.  


Parent failed to prove that School District denied Minor FAPE and Parent is not entitled to any 


remedy. 


 


 


 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See 
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information. 
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APPEARANCES 


A two-day hearing was conducted on December 13-14, 2022, in School District office, 


before Administrative Law Judge Adaora Chukudebelu.  Appearing at the hearing on both days 


were Parents as self-represented litigants on behalf of Minor; School District, through its counsel 


of record Wayne T. Stewart; and School District’s Representative, Special Education Supervisor.   


            The following testified at the hearing: Parent; School District’s Special Education 


Supervisor; Principal; Second Grade Teacher; Minor’s IEP Facilitator; School Nurse; Assistant 


Superintendent; School Secretary/Receptionist; School Secretary; Self-Contained Special 


Education Teacher; Board Certified Behavioral Analyst; and Coordinating Teacher.  


JURISDICTIONAL AUTHORITY 


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with IDEA, 20 U.S.C. § 1400, et seq. and 34 


Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) §300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.; Louisiana Bulletin 


1508, Louisiana Administrative Code (LAC) 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, Regulations for 


Implementation of the Children with Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII; Louisiana Bulletin 


1530, IEP Handbook for Students with Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; and the Division of 


Administrative Law’s (DAL) enabling statutes, La. R.S. 49:991 et seq.   


STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


On October 28, 2022, the Louisiana Department of Education received a written request 


for a due process hearing from Parent on behalf of Minor.  Parent alleged that School staff among 


other named parties violated Minor’s rights under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 


(IDEA) and other relevant laws and regulations as follows: (1) Principal and Second Grade 


Teacher failed to contact Parent and denied Minor the ability to contact Parent after Minor 


informed Second Grade Teacher that  forgot to take  medication; (2) Principal and Second 
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Grade Teacher failed to follow Minor’s IEP by not contacting Minor’s IEP Facilitator for 


assistance whenever Minor is having behavioral or focus issues; (3) Principal made it impossible 


for Minor’s IEP facilitator to perform her duties as Minor’s IEP Facilitator when Principal assigned 


Minor’s IEP Facilitator to teach a class as a substitute for an absent teacher; (4) Second Grade 


Teacher placed Minor in seclusion without cause and without following proper procedure for doing 


so; and (5) School staff denied Parents access to Minor’s educational records.2  As the proposed 


resolution, Parent sought the removal of School staff and named parties from their positions and 


to permanently disqualify them from any future position with the State of Louisiana and from any 


and every political office under same.3   


School District maintained that it provided FAPE to Minor, and that Parents failed to meet 


their burden of showing a denial of FAPE. 


Parent provided documentary and audio exhibits. Parent’s documentary exhibits were 


admitted as follows: P-1; P-2; P-3; P-4; P-5 (excluding any mention of any incident that occurred 


in 2020); P-6; P-7; P-8; P-9; P-12; P-13; P-14 (pages 2-8); P-15; P-16; P-17; P-18; P-19; P-20; P-


21; P-23; P-24 (excluding any notations made by Parent); P-26 (excluding statements made by 


Former Special Education Director); P-27 (excluding any mention of child who is not Minor); and 


P-28.   Parent’s audio exhibit was admitted as P-25 (4:42).      


School District provided documentary exhibits and they were admitted as follows: LPSB-


1 through LPSB-9.   


At the conclusion of the hearing, the Administrative Law Judge left the record open to give 


 
2 This tribunal ruled prior to the hearing that Parent’s allegation regarding violations of other laws and regulations 
were excluded because the tribunal only has statutory authority to adjudicate the claims related to the violation of 
IDEA.  See Decision and Order on Declinatory Exception of Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction and Dilatory 
Exception of Want of Amicable Demand, issued November 13, 2022. 
3 This tribunal ruled prior to the hearing that it lacked the statutory authority to grant Parent’s proposed resolution as 
they were not within the scope of the IDEA due process hearing.  See id. 
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the parties time to review the transcript of the proceeding and submit post-hearing briefs.  The 


parties agreed to extend the deadline to mail the decision from January 13, 2023, to February 1, 


2023.  The parties were ordered to submit their post-hearing briefs no later than 4:30 p.m. on 


January 11, 2023, with the record closing at 4:31 p.m. on January 11, 2023.   


Due to a delay in receiving the hearing transcript, the Administrative Law Judge extended 


the deadlines for the parties to (a) review the hearing transcript and notify the Division of 


Administrative Law (DAL) of any errors, and (b) submit post-hearing briefs to DAL.  The deadline 


to review the hearing transcript and notify DAL of any errors was extended from 4:30 p.m. on 


January 4, 2023, to 4:30 p.m. on January 13, 2023; the deadline to submit post-hearing briefs was 


extended from 4:30 p.m. on January 11, 2023, to 4:30 p.m. on January 20, 2023.  The tribunal 


extended the record closed date from 4:31 p.m. on January 11, 2023, to 4:31 p.m. on January 20, 


2023.   


The parties submitted post-hearing briefs on January 20, 2023, and the tribunal closed the 


record at 4:31 p.m. on January 20, 2023.   


FINDINGS OF FACT 


Minor is the biological son of Parent.  Parent is the legal guardian of Minor.  Minor is 


enrolled at School.  On November 11, 2021, Minor was a seven-year-old second grade student 


enrolled at School.  Minor’s IEP dated February 12, 2021, and effective on November 11, 2021 


(Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP), documents that  has a primary exceptionality of autism and 


an other exceptionality of gifted.4  Minor is a great student, intelligent, and polite.5  Minor’s 


November 11, 2021, IEP shows that Minor is in the regular classroom 80% or more of the time.6  


 
4 P-23, p. 13 and LPSB-4, p. 1. 
5 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 165, 177. 
6 LPSB-4, pp. 14, 16. 
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On November 11, 2021, Minor received instruction in a regular education classroom.7  


Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP lists the following persons as responsible for 


implementing Minor’s instructional plan for behavior: Special Education Teacher (IEP 


Facilitator), Regular Education Teacher (Second Grade Teacher), and Minor.8   


Minor has an individualized healthcare plan, which states that  has been diagnosed with 


attention deficit hyperactivity disorder  (ADHD)  and autism.9  Minor is on the medication Focalin 


XR 20mg daily.10  Neither Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP nor Minor’s healthcare plan effective 


on November 11, 2021, required that Parent be contacted when Minor does not take  


medication.11  The goal of Minor’s healthcare plan is for Minor to maintain healthy stability while 


at School to enable Minor benefit from instruction.12   


Minor has a Tier III Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) with an implementation date of 


March 3, 2021 (March 3, 2021, BIP).13 A summary of Minor’s Functional Behavior Assessment 


(FBA) identified Minor’s problematic behaviors that required Tier III intensive and individualized 


interventions and supports as follows: Minor has difficulty with self-regulation,  has difficulty 


with focusing and with ignoring behaviors of  peers, and when  becomes upset,  will make 


verbal threats towards  peers and sometimes becomes physically aggressive.14  Minor’s March 


3, 2021, BIP, contains two strategies or steps for handling the problematic behaviors.15  The first 


is to use vocabulary from the Zones of Regulation Curriculum to redirect Minor.16  The second 


 
7 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 179, and P-23, p. 26. 
8 LPSB-4, p. 6. 
9 LPSB-4, p. 18. 
10 Id. 
11 Testimony of Nurse, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 230.  See also P-23, p. 3 and LPSB-4. 
12 P-23, p. 3 and LPSB-4, p. 18. 
13 P-24. 
14 Id. at p. 1.  
15 Id. at p. 2. 
16 Id.  
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step is to remove Minor from an upsetting situation if  cannot self-regulate to allow time to cool 


down.17  


Neither Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP, nor  healthcare plan nor  March 3, 2021, 


BIP provides that IEP Facilitator shall be contacted if Minor is having behavioral or focus issues.18   


Parent on November 9, 2021, notified Second Grade Teacher that Minor “may not have  


medicine” the next day.19  On November 10, 2021, Minor had taken medicine.20  On November 


11, 2021, after Minor arrived at School,  informed Second Grade Teacher that  had not taken 


 medicine because Parent did not give it to 21  Minor did not ask Second Grade Teacher if 


 could contact Parent.22  On November 11, 2021, after Minor informed Second Grade Teacher 


that  had not taken  medicine, Second Grade Teacher allowed Minor to be a helper and Minor 


walked with Second Grade Teacher to the office to turn something in.23  On November 11, 2021, 


Minor had auxiliary classes, PE and computer, and  was not in  regular classroom and seated 


for the entire day.24  On November 11, 2021, Minor was happy and just a little more outgoing, 


talkative, and rambunctious than usual.25   


On or about 1:00 p.m. on November 11, 2021, Minor’s IEP Facilitator checked in with 


Second Grade Teacher and Minor to see if Minor was having any behavioral issues.26  Minor was 


not having any behavioral issues.27  On or about 2:55 p.m., as part of the end of day routine, the 


 
17 Id.  
18 P-23; LPSB-4; and P-24.  
19 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 121, 147 and P-6 
20 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 147. 
21 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 123-124. 
22 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 124. 
23 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 138. 
24 Id. 
25 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 145, 146. 
26 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 59; testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Day 1, pp. 189-
190. 
27 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 189-190. 
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students, including Minor, packed up their belongings and put their chairs on their desks. 28  The 


students, including Minor, sat on the floor for Second Grade Teacher to read them a story.29  


Second Grade Teacher  reminded them not to touch their desks because their chairs could fall as 


they fall off very easily.30  Second Grade Teacher began reading a story to the students and Minor 


jumped up on  knees, put  hands on  desk for something, and a chair fell and hit another 


student in the eye.31  During the chaos that ensued, Second Grade Teacher sent Minor to sit outside 


in the hallway next to the doorway of the classroom so  could “have  own little space” until 


Second Grade Teacher could speak with 32  Second Grade Teacher sent the student that was 


hit in the eye to the office.33   


Placing Minor in the hallway was not a disciplinary measure according to School rules.34 


Placing Minor in the hallway was not seclusion.35  Placing Minor in the hallway was a last resort.36  


It was the end of the day and Second Grade Teacher did not use the first strategy or step in Minor’s 


March 3, 2021, BIP for handling Minor’s problematic behaviors before placing Minor in the 


hallway.37  Minor was visibly upset that  had hurt  friend.38  To reduce Minor’s 


embarrassment, Second Grade Teacher put Minor in the hallway and had  fill out  daily 


behavior and mood chart, emotion sheet.39  Second Grade Teacher stood in the doorway of the 


classroom to monitor Minor and the other students in the classroom.40  While Minor was in the 


 
28 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 148-149. 
29 Id. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. 
32 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 129, 148-149. 
33 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 148-149. 
34 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 158. 
35 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 67. 
36 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 136. 
37 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 137. 
38 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 69. 
39 Id. 
40 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 69; Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing 
Day 1, p. 129. 
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hallway,  was adequately supervised by Second Grade Teacher.41  Second Grade Teacher 


testified that Minor was in the hallway no more than five minutes.42  While Minor was in the 


hallway completing  emotion sheet,  scribbled on the hallway floor; Second Grade Teacher 


provided  with baby wipes to clean  scribbles.43  The first bell rang at 3:05 p.m. for daycare 


riders and special pickup riders, like Minor, to line up in the hall and a duty teacher took them to 


the back area for dismissal.44  At the end of the day, during car pool, Second Grade Teacher 


informed Principal that she placed Minor in the hallway.45   


Principal interviewed Second Grade Teacher and Minor’s IEP Facilitator on November 11, 


2021, and documented their recollection of the incident.46  Second Grade Teacher did not complete 


any paperwork when Minor was placed in the hallway.47   


Coordinating Teacher watched footage of the video recording of Minor in the hallway.  


Coordinating Teacher saw Second Grade Teacher in the doorway of the classroom, Coordinating 


Teacher also saw that Minor was adequately supervised by Second Grade Teacher while  was 


in the hallway.48  There were other students in the video footage.49    


Parent testified that Minor told her that  was not supervised while  was in the 


hallway.50  Parent testified that Minor told her that while  was in the hallway, Second Grade 


Teacher went into the classroom and was printing papers at her desk.51  Parent testified that Minor 


 
41 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 333; Testimony of Coordinating Teacher, 
Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 515. 
42 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 135. 
43 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 129. 
44 P-4. 
45 Testimony of Second Grade Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 166. 
46 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 69. 
47 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 39. 
48 Testimony of Coordinating Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 514-515, 519. 
49 Testimony of Coordinating Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 520. 
50 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 347. 
51 Id. 
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told her that when  got to School  told Second Grade Teacher that  had forgotten to take  


medication and that  needed to call Parent.52  Parent testified that Minor told her that Second 


Grade Teacher said no to  statement that  needed to call Parent.53  Parent testified that she 


told Second Grade Teacher at the beginning of the year, during open house to call her if Minor 


does not take  medication.54   


Parent asked for the video recording of Minor while in the hallway.55  Principal refused to 


provide the video to Parent citing confidentiality issues as the video contained footage of other 


students.56  On November 15 and 17, 2021, Parent by email asked Principal for the timestamp of 


the period Minor was in the hallway.57 Principal did not respond by email to Parent’s request.58  


Principal informed Parent that Minor was in the hallway for about 10 minutes.59  Principal 


interviewed Second Grade Teacher and Minor’s IEP Facilitator on November 11, 2021, and 


documented their recollection of the incident.60  Second Grade Teacher did not complete any paper 


work when Minor was placed in the hallway.61   


IEP Facilitator works with Minor to achieve  goals as written in the IEP.62  If Minor 


needed intervention, IEP Facilitator would have been contacted.63  IEP Facilitator was not 


contacted on November 11, 2021, to intervene with Minor.64  IEP Facilitator is sometimes assigned 


to teach the self-contained special education class.65 On November 11, 2021, Self-Contained 


 
52 Id. 
53 Id. 
54 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 387-388. 
55 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 366. 
56 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 39. 
57 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 368; P-18; P-19. 
58 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 370. 
59 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 39. 
60 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 69. 
61 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 39. 
62 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 184. 
63 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 185. 
64 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 187-188. 
65 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 192. 
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Special Education Teacher had an appointment and was approved, in advance, to leave School at 


2:30 p.m.66  On November 11, 2021, IEP Facilitator substituted for Self-Contained Special 


Education Teacher when she left School about 2:30 p.m.67  If IEP Facilitator was contacted on 


November 11, 2021, she would have been available to intervene with Minor.68   


Principal has all administrative duties at School, including assigning staff to substitute for 


absent staff members.69 


Parent requested Principal preserve the video recording of the areas around Minor’s 


classroom.70  On November 15, 2021, Parent requested Assistant Superintendent preserve the 


timestamps and camera footage of the areas around Minor’s classroom.71   


On December 2, 2021, Assistant Superintendent sent an email request to School District’s 


Network and Systems Administrator asking for the camera footage from the camera in the hallway 


outside Minor’s classroom.72  The time frame requested was from 1:45 p.m. until the end of day 


on November 11, 2021.73  Assistant Superintendent believed the camera system normally retained 


footage for 30 to 120 days.74  On December 2, 2021, when School District attempted to retrieve 


the video recording, it realized that the camera system had overwritten the recording of the areas 


around Minor’s classroom.75  


Over the summer of 2021, School District had a new camera system installed and its 


 
66 Testimony of Self-Contained Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 441-442.  
67 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 192-194; Testimony of Self-Contained Special 
Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 441. 
68 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 194. 
69 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 33. 
70 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 314; P-21; Testimony of Parent, Transcript 
Hearing Day 1, p. 372. 
71 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 314 and P-18. 
72 P-15. 
73 Id. 
74 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 314, 328.  
75 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 314-315. 
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contractor set the camera for non-stop recording instead of motion-only recording; the retention of 


the video recording is one month for motion-only recording and one week for non-stop recording.76  


Assistant Superintendent did not know that the new camera system had been set for non-stop 


recording instead of motion-only recording.77  


Assistant Superintendent conducted an informal investigation of the November 11, 2021, 


incident.78  He visited School to observe end-of-the-day procedures, and  interviewed Principal 


and teachers at School.79  He did not review any video recording.80  Based on  investigation  


concluded that Minor was adequately supervised when  was in the hallway on November 11, 


2021.81    


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


Parent failed to prove that Minor was denied FAPE.  Parent is not entitled to any relief 


based on her due process complaint. 


Burden of Proof 


A school district’s educational program for a child with disabilities is presumed to be 


appropriate.82  As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School District, 


Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.83  Parent must affirmatively prove her 


allegations that School District failed to provide FAPE to Minor by (1) Principal and Second Grade 


Teacher failing to contact Parent and denying Minor the ability to contact Parent after Minor 


informed Second Grade Teacher that  forgot to take  medication; (2) Principal and Second 


 
76 P-15; Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 314-315. 
77 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, pp. 323-324. 
78 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 308. 
79 Id. 
80 Id. 
81 Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 333. 
82 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Par. Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003). 
83 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).     
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Grade Teacher failing to follow Minor’s IEP by not contacting Minor’s IEP Facilitator for 


assistance whenever Minor was having behavioral or focus issues; (3) Principal making it 


impossible for Minor’s IEP Facilitator to perform her duties as Minor’s IEP facilitator when 


Principal assigned Minor’s IEP Facilitator to teach a class as a substitute for an absent teacher; (4) 


Second Grade Teacher placing Minor in seclusion without cause and without following proper 


procedure for doing so; and (5) School staff denying Parents access to Minor’s educational records.  


General Discussion of IDEA 


The IDEA provides every disabled child with the right to FAPE84 designed to meet the 


child’s specialized needs.85  A school provides FAPE by creating an IEP for each child.86  Before 


creating the IEP, the school district must conduct an initial evaluation to determine the student’s 


eligibility and to identify the child’s educational needs.87  An IEP is created by an “IEP Team” 


comprised of the child’s parents, at least one of the child’s regular teachers, at least one of the 


child’s special education teachers, a school district representative, an individual who can interpret 


evaluation results (who may be either one of the teachers or the school district representative) and, 


if appropriate, the child himself.88  The IEP must outline the student’s then-current educational 


status, establish annual goals, and detail the special educational services and other aids that the 


child will be provided.89  It also must provide, among other things, “the projected date for the 


beginning of the services and modifications . . . and the anticipated frequency, location, and 


 
84 Congress defines FAPE as, “special education and related services that --(A) have been provided at public expense, 
under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (B) meet the standards of the State educational agency; 
(C) include an appropriate . . . education in the State involved; and (D) are provided in conformity with the 
individualized education program required under section 1414(d) of this title.  20 U.S.C. § 1401(9) (2022). 
85 See 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(A). 
86 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A).  
87 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)(1)(A)-(C). 
88 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B). 
89 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i). 
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duration of those services and modifications.”90  


 Rowley Standard 


 In Board of Education of Hendrick Hudson Central School District, Westchester County v. 


Rowley,91 the U.S. Supreme Court defined the contours of FAPE and established a two-pronged 


test to be used to determine if FAPE is being provided: (1) Has the State complied with the 


procedures set forth in the Act; and (2) Is the IEP that was developed through the Act’s procedures 


reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?92  If these requirements  


are met, compliance with the obligations imposed by Congress have been met.93  


 The Supreme Court in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas County School. District, 


refined the Rowley FAPE standard to “a school must offer an IEP reasonably calculated to enable 


a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.”94  The Supreme Court 


has held that “the essential function of an IEP is to set out a plan for pursuing academic and 


functional advancement.”95  An IEP is reasonably calculated to provide meaningful educational 


benefit if a multi-factor analysis indicates “(1) the program is individualized on the basis of the 


student’s assessment and performance; (2) the program is administered in the least restrictive 


environment; (3) the services are provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key 


‘stakeholders’; and (4) positive academic and non-academic benefits are demonstrated.”96  A 


FAPE “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will maximize the child’s educational 


 
90 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VII). 
91 Bd. of Ed. of Hendrick Hudson Cent. Sch. Dist., Westchester Cty. v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176 (1982).  See J.L. v Mercer 
Island Sch. Dist., 592 F.3d 938, 951 (9th Cir. 2010) (Although the IDEA has been amended multiple times since 1982, 
Rowley is still controlling.)  The Supreme Court’s unanimous decision in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas Cnty. 
Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988 (2017), did not overturn Rowley.  
92 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 206-207.  
93 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 207. 
94 Endrew F. v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988, 999 (2017). 
95 Endrew F., 137 S. Ct. at 992. 
96 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F.3d 245, 253 (5th Cir. 1997). 
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potential; rather, it need only be an education that is specifically designed to meet the child’s 


unique needs, supported by services that will permit [the child] to benefit from the instruction.”97  


The Rowley two-pronged inquiry is used to determine whether a public agency, such as School 


District, has provided FAPE under the IDEA to a particular child with a disability.  


Procedural Compliance: The first Rowley prong was met by School District 


To satisfy the first prong of the Rowley test, School District must comply with procedures 


set forth in the Act.  Parent failed to prove that the alleged procedural violations impeded Minor’s 


right to FAPE, significantly impeded Parent’s opportunity to participate in the decision-making 


process regarding the provision of FAPE to Minor or caused any deprivation of educational 


benefit. 


Any violation of the procedural requirements of IDEA amounts to a denial of FAPE if it 


impedes the child’s right to FAPE, significantly impedes the parent’s opportunity to participate in 


the decision-making process regarding the provision of FAPE to the child, or causes a deprivation 


of educational benefits.98  The IDEA is designed to establish a cooperative process between parents 


and schools.99  The central vehicle for this collaboration is the IEP process.  State educational 


authorities must identify and evaluate disabled children,100 develop an IEP for each one,101 and 


review every IEP at least once a year.102  Each IEP must include an assessment of the child’s 


current educational performance, must articulate measurable educational goals, and must specify 


the nature of the special services that the school will provide.103  Parents must be informed about 


 
97 Adam J. ex rel. Robert J. v. Keller Indep. Sch. Dist., 328 F.3d 804, 808 (5th Cir. 2003) (emphasis omitted) (citations 
omitted). 
98 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f)(3)(E)(ii). 
99 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 207.  
100 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)-(c). 
101 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(2). 
102 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(4). 
103 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A). 
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and consent to their child’s evaluations,104 and be included as members of the IEP Team.105  They 


have the right to examine any records relating to their child, and to obtain an independent 


educational evaluation of the child.106  They must be given prior written notice of any changes in 


an IEP,107 and be notified in writing of the procedural safeguards available to them under the 


IDEA.108  If parents believe that an IEP is not appropriate, they may seek an administrative 


“impartial due process hearing.”109   


Parent alleged three instances where School District violated the procedural requirements 


of IDEA.  First, Principal and Second Grade Teacher failed to contact Parent and denied Minor 


the ability to contact Parent after Minor informed Second Grade Teacher that  forgot to take  


medication.  Second, Second Grade Teacher placed Minor in seclusion without cause and without 


following proper procedure for doing so.  Third, School staff denied Parent access to Minor’s 


educational records by failing to provide Parent with video footage of the area around the hallway 


where Minor was placed. 


(a) Failure to Contact Parent and Denying Minor the Ability to Contact Parent After Minor 


Informed Second Grade Teacher that He Forgot to Take His Medication. 


 On November 9, 2021, Parent informed Second Grade Teacher that Minor “may not have 


 medication” the next day.  On November 10, 2021, Minor had taken  medication, but on 


November 11, 2021, Minor informed Second Grade Teacher that  forgot to take  medication.  


Second Grade Teacher was not surprised when Minor informed her that  forgot to take  


medication as she reasonably relied on Parent’s earlier notification that Minor “may not have  


 
104 20 U.S.C. § 1414(c)(3). 
105 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B). 
106 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(1). 
107 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(3). 
108 20 U.S.C. § 1415(d)(1). 
109 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f). 
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medication.”  Second Grade Teacher provided credible testimony that Minor did not ask to contact 


Parent.  Although Parent testified that Minor told her that  asked Second Grade Teacher to 


contact Parent, Parent failed to provide sufficient evidence to rebut Second Grade Teacher’s 


testimony that Minor did not ask to contact Parent.   


 Additionally, Parent did not provide any evidence that Second Grade Teacher is required to 


contact Parent when Minor fails to take  medication.  Neither Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP 


nor  healthcare plan provides that Parent be contacted if Minor forgets to take  medication.  


Parent presented insufficient evidence that Second Grade Teacher’s actions amounted to a 


procedural violation of the IDEA.  


(b) Second Grade Teacher Placing Minor in Seclusion Without Cause and Without 


Following Proper Procedure for Doing so.  


 Louisiana administrative regulation defines seclusion as “a procedure that isolates and 


confines a student in a separate room or area until  or she is no longer an immediate danger to 


self or others.”110  Louisiana administrative regulation also requires that “[s]eclusion . . . be used 


only: 1. for behaviors that involve an imminent risk of harm; 2. as a last resort when de-escalation 


attempts have failed and the student continues to pose an imminent threat to self or others.”111 


 Minor’s March 3, 2021, BIP includes two strategies or steps for responding to Minor’s target 


behavior of self-regulation.112  One strategy or step is to remove Minor from an upsetting situation 


if  cannot self-regulate to allow time to cool down.113  Due to Minor’s inability to remain seated 


and avoid touching the desk, another student was hit in the eye by a failing chair.  Second Grade 


Teacher testified that after the incident, she removed Minor from the classroom and told  Minor 


 
110 Louisiana Administrative Code (LAC) 28:XLIII.540.A.5 (Bulletin 1706 § 540(A)(5)). 
111 LAC 28:XLIII.541.A.1 and 28:XLIII.541.A.2 (Bulletin 1706 §541(A)(1) and § 541(A)(2)). 
112 P-24, p. 2. 
113 Id. 
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to sit in the hallway next to the doorway of the classroom.  Second Grade Teacher utilized one of 


the two strategies or steps contained in Minor’s March 3, 2021, BIP to respond to Minor’s target 


behavior of self-regulation.   


 Based on credible testimony, throughout the time Minor was in the hallway,  was 


monitored and appropriately supervised by Second Grade teacher.  Based on credible testimony 


by Second Grade Teacher, Minor was not removed for disciplinary purposes, and  was not 


unattended or unsupervised while  was in the hallway.  Parent failed to prove that having Minor 


sit in the hallway next to the doorway of the classroom amounted to a procedural violation of the 


IDEA.  


(c) Failing to Provide Parent with Video Footage of the Area Around the Hallway Where 


Minor was Placed.  


Louisiana administrative regulation provides in pertinent part that “[t]  parents of a 


student with a disability shall be afforded . . . an opportunity to inspect and review all education 


records with respect to . . . the provision of a free appropriate public education to the student.”114  


Additionally, the administrative regulation provides that “[e]ach participating agency shall permit 


parents to inspect and review any education records relating to their children that are collected, 


maintained, or used by the agency under these regulations.”115 The administrative regulation 


mandates that “[t]  agency . . . comply with a request without unnecessary delay . . . and in no 


case more than 45 days after the request has been made.”116  


On November 15, 2021, Parent requested, from Principal and Assistant Superintendent, the 


 
114 LAC 28:XLIII.502.A (Louisiana Bulletin 1706 § 502(A)). 
115 LAC 28:XLIII.613.A (Louisiana Bulletin 1706 § 613(A)). 
116 Id. 
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video recording of Minor while  was seated in the hallway.117  Based on Parent’s request, 17 


days later, on December 2, 2021, Assistant Superintendent sent an email request to School 


District’s Network and Systems Administrator asking for the camera footage from the camera in 


the hallway outside Minor’s classroom.  The time frame requested was from 1:45 pm until end of 


day on November 11, 2021.  Assistant Superintendent provided credible testimony that the camera 


system normally retains footage for 30 to 120 days.  He was unaware that the new camera system 


installed in the summer of 2021 had been set for non-stop recording instead of motion-only 


recording. Because of this setting the camera footage retention was for a week instead of a month 


for motion-only recording. 


 The mandate is to comply with the request without unnecessary delay and in no case more 


than 45 days after the request has been made.  Assistant Superintendent’s request for the camera 


footage, 17 days after Parent’s request is not an unnecessary delay, considering Assistant 


Superintendent’s belief that the camera system normally retains footage for 30 to 120 days.   


Assistant Superintendent also provided credible testimony that  did not know that the new 


camera system had overwritten the requested recording because of the non-stop recording setting. 


Although the video recording was overwritten, based on the preponderance of the evidence School 


District was not unreasonably dilatory in trying to comply with Parent’s request.  Parent failed to 


prove that School District’s failure to provide Parent with video footage of the area around the 


hallway where Minor was placed constituted a procedural violation of the IDEA.  


Substantive Compliance: The second Rowley prong was met by School District 


 The U.S. Supreme Court in Endrew F. refined the second prong of the Rowley test and 


determined the IEP must be reasonably calculated to enable child to make progress in light of 


 
117 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 366; P-18; P-19; Testimony of Assistant Superintendent, 
Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 314. 
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child’s circumstances.118  In determining whether the second test of the Rowley inquiry has been 


satisfied, the United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cypress-Fairbanks Independent 


School District v. Michael F. by Barry F.119 established a four-factor test: (1) Is the program 


individualized on the basis of the student’s assessment and performance; (2) Is the program 


administered in the least restrictive environment; (3) Are the services provided in a coordinated 


and collaborative manner by the key “stakeholders;” and (4) Are positive academic and non-


academic benefits demonstrated? 120  The Fifth Circuit has treated the factors “as indicators of 


when an IEP meets the requirements of IDEA,” but has not specified how these factors should be 


weighed.121  The factors are a guide in a fact-intensive inquiry of whether an IEP provided 


educational benefit.122   


 (1) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor One 


 Parent did not contend or prove that Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP was not 


individualized based on Minor’s assessed abilities and performance.   


 (2) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Two 


  Parent failed to prove that Minor’s educational program was not provided in the least 


restrictive environment.  The IDEA requires that “[t]o the maximum extent appropriate, children 


with disabilities . . . are educated with children who are not disabled.”123  The requirement that the 


child be educated in the “general education curriculum” reflects the notion that disabled children 


 
118 Endrew F. v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988, 999, and 1002 (2017). 
119 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F. by Barry F, 118 F.3d 245 (5th Cir. 1997). 
120 Id. at 253. 
121 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir. 2009); Cypress-Fairbanks, 118 F.3d 
at 245 (5th Cir. 1997).  See also Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).  
122 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir. 2009); Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 
690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).  
123 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5)(A). 
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must be placed in the “least restrictive environment” in which they can receive FAPE.124   


 Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP shows that Minor is in the regular classroom 80% or more 


of the time.125  Parent argued that because Minor was placed in the hallway for a few minutes on 


November 11, 2021,  was not in the least restrictive environment.  Parent’s argument is without 


merit.  Parent failed to show how Minor’s placement in the hallway on November 11, 2021, 


indicated that Minor was not educated in the least restrictive environment.  Parent did not meet her 


burden to prove that Minor’s educational program was not provided in the least restrictive 


environment.  


  (3) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Three 


Parent did not prove that services were not sufficiently provided in a coordinated and 


collaborative manner by the key stakeholders.  To demonstrate lack of coordination among the key 


stakeholders, a party must “show more than a de minimis failure to implement all elements of that 


IEP, and, instead, must demonstrate that the school board or other authorities failed to implement 


substantial or significant provisions of the IEP.”126  Coordination and collaboration requires 


participants to communicate outside of IEP meetings to ensure the child’s needs are met.127  It also 


requires key stakeholders to receive adequate training in order to implement the IEP properly.128  


Parent alleged two instances where School District failed to implement Minor’s IEP.  First, 


Principal and Second Grade Teacher failed to follow Minor’s IEP by not contacting Minor’s IEP 


 
124 M.S. ex rel. Simchick v. Fairfax Cty. Sch. Bd., 553 F.3d 315, 327 (4th Cir. 2009); DeVries By DeBlaay v. Fairfax 
Cty. Sch. Bd., 882 F.2d 876, 878 (4th Cir. 1989) (“Mainstreaming of handicapped children into regular school 
programs where they might have opportunities to study and to socialize with non handicapped children is not only a 
laudable goal but is also a requirement of the Act.”). 
125 LPSB - 4, pp. 14, 16. 
126 See Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341, 349 (5th Cir. 2000), D.B. v. Houston Indep. Sch. Dist., 
No. Civ. A. H-06-354, 2007 WL 2947443 at *10 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 29, 2007).   
127 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 587 (5th Cir. 2009); see B.B. v. Catahoula Par. 
Sch. Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013).   
128 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 588 (5th Cir. 2009), see B.B. v. Catahoula Par. 
Sch. Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013). 
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Facilitator for assistance whenever Minor was having behavioral or focus issues.  Second, 


Principal made it impossible for Minor’s IEP Facilitator to perform her duties as Minor’s IEP 


facilitator when Principal assigned Minor’s IEP Facilitator to teach a class as a substitute for an 


absent teacher.   


(a) Not Contacting Minor’s IEP Facilitator for Assistance Whenever Minor was Having 


Behavioral or Focus Issues  


Neither Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP nor  healthcare plan provides that IEP 


Facilitator be contacted if Minor was having behavioral or focus issues.  IEP Facilitator works 


with Minor to achieve  goals as written in the IEP.  Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP lists the 


following persons as responsible for implementing Minor’s instructional plan for behavior: Special 


Education Teacher (IEP Facilitator), Regular Education Teacher (Second Grade Teacher), and 


Minor.129   


Minor’s March 3, 2021, BIP provides two strategies or steps for responding to Minor’s 


target behavior of self-regulation.130  The first strategy or step is to use vocabulary from the zone 


regulation curriculum to redirect Minor.131  The second strategy or step is to remove Minor from 


an upsetting situation if  cannot self-regulate to allow time to cool down.132  Contacting IEP 


Facilitator if Minor was having behavioral or focus issues is not a strategy or step delineated in the 


March 3, 2021, BIP.  Due to Minor’s inability to remain seated and avoid touching the desk, 


another student was hit in the eye by a failing chair.  Second Grade Teacher testified that after the 


incident, she removed Minor from the classroom and placed  in the hallway to calm  down.  


Before placing Minor in the hallway, Second Grade Teacher failed to use the vocabulary from the 


 
129 LPSB-4, p. 6. 
130 P-24, p. 2. 
131 Id. 
132 Id. 
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zone regulation curriculum to redirect Minor as stated in the March 3, 2021, BIP.  Second Grade 


Teacher admitted she did not use any other behavioral intervention after the incident because it 


was the end of the day.   


Although Second Grade Teacher failed to follow the strategies or steps as outlined in the 


March 3, 2021, BIP, it was no more than a de minimis failure to implement all elements of that 


BIP.  Considering the chaotic atmosphere after the incident, Second Grade Teacher’s decision to 


implement strategy or step two, removing Minor from the upsetting situation to allow time to cool 


down, instead of strategy or step one, using vocabulary from the zone regulation curriculum to 


redirect Minor, is reasonable and not a failure to implement substantial or significant provisions 


of the March 3, 2021, BIP. 


Parent failed to demonstrate that School District failed to implement substantial or 


significant provisions of Minor’s November 11, 2021, IEP, or Minor’s March 3, 2021, BIP. 


(b) Principal Assigned Minor’s IEP Facilitator to Teach a Class as a Substitute for An 


Absent Teacher.   


Part of Principal’s duty is to reassign staff as needed.  Nothing in Minor’s November 11, 


2021, IEP prevents Principal from assigning duties when staff is absent.  In response to the absence 


of a teacher, Principal directed Minor’s IEP Facilitator to substitute for the absent teacher.  Parent’s 


argument that this substitution made it impossible for Minor’s IEP Facilitator to perform her duties 


as Minor’s IEP facilitator is implausible.  On the contrary, IEP Facilitator provided credible 


testimony that if she was called to assist Minor, she would have been there to assist.133    


  Parent failed to prove that Principal’s action prevented Minor’s IEP Facilitator from 


performing her duties as Minor’s IEP Facilitator.  


 
133 Testimony of IEP Facilitator, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 194. 
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 (4) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Four 


Parent did not contend or prove that Minor has not achieved positive academic and non-


academic benefits.   


Conclusion  


 Parent did not prove that School District failed to comply with the procedures set forth in the 


IDEA or that School District failed to provide FAPE to Minor.  Parent’s complaint is dismissed, 


and Parent is not entitled to any remedies.    


ORDER 


IT IS ORDERED that Parent’s October 28, 2022, due process complaint, alleging School 


District denied Minor a free appropriate public education is DISMISSED. 


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Parent is not entitled to any remedy. 


Rendered and signed on January 30, 2023, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
 


 
 
      ________________________________ 
      Adaora Chukudebelu 
      Administrative Law Judge 
      Division of Administrative Law 
 
 
 


REVIEW RIGHTS 
 


This hearing decision is final unless it is appealed.  Any aggrieved party has the right to 


appeal the findings and decision by filing a civil action within ninety (90) days from the date of 


this decision in a state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States in 


accordance with Louisiana Administrative Code 28:XLIII.516.  


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Tuesday, January 31, 2023
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Appendix of Terms 


Parents        


Minor       
 
School        Choudrant Elementary School 
 
School District      Lincoln Parish School Board 
 
Special Education Supervisor     Justin Barron 
 
Principal        Jennifer Martin 


Second Grade Teacher      Tara Murphy 


Minor’s IEP Facilitator     Darby Taylor 


School Nurse       Erin Clement 


Assistant Superintendent     John Young 


School Secretary/Receptionist      


School Secretary       


Self-Contained Special Education Teacher    Lauren Fish 


Board Certified and Licensed Behavioral Analyst   John Seth Smith 


Coordinating Teacher       


Former Special Education Director    Lisa Wilmore 


Network and Systems Administrator      
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